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Enhanced sensitivity for hyperspectral infrared chemical detection 
Phillip L. Jacobson, Roger R. Petrin, Aaron Koskelo, C. Robert Quick, and Jerry Romero 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 

ABSTRACT 

The sensitivity of imaging, hyperspectral, passive remote sensors in the long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) spectral region is 
currently limited by the ability to achieve an accurate, time-invariant, pixel-to-pixel calibration of the elements composing 
the Focal Plane Array (FPA). Pursuing conventional techniques to improve the accuracy of the calibration will always be 
limited by the trade-off between the time required to collect calibration data of improved precision and the drift in the pixel 
response that occurs on a timescale comparable to the calibration time. This paper will present the results from a study of a 
method to circumvent these problems. Improvements in detection capability can be realized by applying a quick, repetitive 
dither of the field of view (FOV) of the imager (by a small angular amount), so that radiance/spectral differences between 
individual target areas can be measured by a single FPA pixel. By performing this difference measurement repetitively both 
residual differences in the pixel-to-pixel calibration and l/f detector drift noise can effectively be eliminated. In addition, 
variations in the atmosphere and target scene caused by the motion of the sensor platform will cause signal drifts that this 
technique would be able to remove. This method allows improvements in sensitivity that could potentially scale as the 
square root of the observation time. 

Keywords: Passive remote sensing, calibration, enhanced non-uniformity correction 

1. IIYTRODUCTION 

Infrared detector arrays have found significant application in remote sensing, including surface temperature monitoring, 
mulit-hyperspectral geologic categorization, atmospheric absorption, effluent monitoring, and military target 
detectionhdentification. Each of these applications is slightly different in demand for sensor performance; however, 
independent of whether the sensor is an imaging or spectrally dispersed design, detector arrays are required to have uniform 
response across the detection surface. Residual error in the non-uniformity correction of these arrays typically limits the 
performance to some level. For this reason, significant efforts have been applied both to detector material improvement and 
to correction algorithms/processes. For many imaging applications, standard calibration techniques work adequately, since 
the image resolution is high enough to ignore single-pixel effects. The applications of interest here are more towards long- 
range where targets are most likely on the order of a pixel or two at most. In such cases, non-uniformity of the array is a 
critical limitation since a targethackground ratio will be significantly affected by offset in either pixel. 

The standard technique applied in calibrating an infrared focal plane array is a two-point non-uniformity correction (NUC). 
This method uses two different radiance levels to calibrate detector response in such a way that after correction all pixels will 
ideally respond with the same signal output at each of the calibration levels. The most widely used calibration approach is to 
have a sensor stare at a uniform target (e.g. extended area blackbody) of known temperature and emissivity while measuring 
the array response. This measurement is then repeated while viewing a target of different effective temperature. In this 
fashion, a two-point NUC is performed by using these two measured response values, for each pixel, to calculate an array of 
offset and gain corrections, thus forcing the calibrated detector output to be ideally uniform across the array at these two 
temperatures. Once the calibration is determined, the detector output is measured, corrected, and saved. By selecting 
temperatures that bracket the typical radiance levels to be measured in the scene of interest, the sensor is assumed to operate 
uniformly (and linearly) within that range of response. This calibration technique is simple and straightforward to 
implement; however, three main drawbacks include: 

1) the time required to perform the measurements (losing signal averaging time) 
2) the need for stable, uniform blackbody calibration targets onboard the sensor, and 
3) the required linearity in detector response. 



The measurement time and non-linearity become even more important with some of the long-wavelength arrays in use today, 
since the stability of NUC results with those arrays are sometimes as short as a few minutes.’ Commonly used sensors today 
may spend a few minutes calibrating and possibly only have 10-15 minutes of stable calibration time to measure and signal 
average. 

The concept of correcting a calibration with a scene-based NUC (SBNUC) has been examined before with encouraging 
r e s ~ l t s . ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ~  In this technique, the motion of the scene across a detector array is used to detect residual offsedgain corrections 
at the given scene radiance. The procedural concept is based on the same target element, with constant radiance, being 
measured on two nearby detector elements. Any measured difference in signal output is considered error in the NUC and 
becomes a correction factor. (Since this assumes constancy in the target radiance, some applications suffer when rapidly 
changing targets are of interest.) Being a “realtime” update procedure, temporal NUC fluctuations are alleviated. In 
addition, since the correction occurs at the scene radiance of interest, there is little affect from non-linearity in the detector 
response. However, little effort has been put into the study of how a sensor might use applied motion (dithering) of the scene 
on the FPA in order to measure the difference in radiance of two target areas-of-interest on the same detector pixel(s), 
creating a “difference image”. In typical measurements, reliance on measuring a target area and comparing to a background 
area, measured on two sets of pixels, is the underlying premise. These two sets of pixels would most likely have different 
time-varying response offset (and gain), which would significantly limit the signal averaging that could be achieved. A new 
method of sensor design and data acquisition, where the scene image is dithered spatially across the detector array, would 
effectively eliminate any non-uniformity that would otherwise exist between the measurement of two spatial targets on two 
different pixels. By measuring these dithered images as a function of wavelength, spectral information can be obtained over 
longer averaging times, thereby creating immunity to drifts in calibration and increasing the potential sensitivity of the 
sensor. 

The proposed technique is a Controlled-Dither Non-Uniformity Correction (CDNUC). Counter to the idea of actually 
calibrating a detector and then relying on stability during detection or signal averaging, this technique 

1. applies a rapid, dithering motion to the detector field-of-view, 
2. uses this motion to correct residual detector non-uniformities, and 
3. controls the dither to measure target and background data on the same detector pixel@). 

The method differs from previous scene-based  technique^^'^^^^^*^ primarily by the third point, where the desired comparison 
measurements are made on a single pixel, thereby removing temporal variations in the detector operationlcalibration. 
Previous SBNUC procedures typically relied on normal scene motion or a fixed-pattern, scanning element. As mentioned, 
applications with single-pixel targets benefit the most from this procedure; however, other applications will realize an 
improvement in absolute detection accuracy, in addition to the extended averaging time provided. 

2. IR CAMERA CALIBRATION 

The IR sensor used in this study consists mainly of a cryogenic (LHe) dewar housing a HgCdTe 256x256 detector array 
manufactured by Amber Engineering (AE-173), a set of relay/steering optics, a galvo-tuned dither mirror (Cambridge 
Technology, Inc. Model 6900), a telescope, and a large gimbal mirror for targeting. The camera, shown in Figure 1, was 
operated at a 40 K array temperature and irradiance was limited to a 2 micron spectral bandpass centered around either a 9 or 
10 micron center wavelength using a cooled interference filter inside the dewar. The array readout operates in a snapshot 
mode where all pixels integrate photocurrent for a selected integration time (0.33 msec) and then the signal voltage levels are 
read out at a slower rate (9 ms for the 11 1 Hz frame rate). The control hardware used to run the camera was manufactured by 
SE-IR Corp., and uses a two-channel 14-bit A/D datastream through a digital signal processor and Coreco framegrabber. A 
camera control unit is necessary for the standard NUC, since it measures, calculates, and stores the calibration values to be 
applied to all subsequent data collected. 

Calibration of the camera was achieved using a pair of infrared radiation sources. Two different size sets of blackbody 
calibration sources were available, depending on the target location. The larger set, shown in Figure 2, was used when 
viewing through the telescope to a remote target. The smaller set, while more accurate and stable in temperature control, 
could not fill the telescope field-of-view as required for calibration, and was only used when viewing internal targets. The 
calibration procedure followed was to frs t  measure a set of 25 frames with the camera viewing the cold blackbody source (4c 
= typically lOT), which took approximately 5 sec. A second set of 25 frames was then measured viewing the hot source ($,, 
= 35°C). The measured frames were averaged to give a two-point set of data (V,,) for each detector pixel at the selected 



Figure 1. A five-inch cryogen dewar houses an AE-173 long-wavelength infrared detector array. The lens 
doublet in front of the dewar re-images the telescope image onto the camera. All optical elements in the camera 
field-of-view must be included when calibrating. 

Figure 2. Two infrared sources are shown here mounted on the inside wall of the sensor trailer, with the cold 
source below the hot source. The sensor is pointed to each source in turn by tilting the large gimbal mirror up or 
down. The hot source can be as high as - 50”C, while the cold source can be < 10°C by running chilled water 
through a reservoir behind the black plate. ‘Temperatures are controlled and monitored with eight separate 
heaters and thermocouples. 

temperature extremes. The entire procedure can take at least a couple minutes. Under the assumption that all detectors 
respond uniformly and linearly between the selected temperatures, a linear fit to the measured detector voltages should 
completely calibrate the array response to be uniform. An array of gain and offset corrections was calculated based on 

The assumption of uniform response sets V,,, to be identical for all pixels at the calibration radiance levels. Initially, at least 
at the two selected radiance levels, this calibration removes any offset and gain variations between detector pixels, which 
may be due to detector bias fluctuation, temperature variation, differences in the two readout amplifier chains, offsets in the 
A/D channels, and other sources. 

Temporal instability in the calibration gain and offset factors can be a limiting factor in the sensitivity of an infrared camera. 
Characterization of the AE-173 camera was performed to better understand the temporal behavior of calibrations. The small 
infrared sources were used to measure/calculate a NUC. Once the corrections were determined, calibrated data was recordcd 
as a function of time, one frame every ten seconds for over two hours. The standard deviation of each frame of data was 
calculated and plotted as a function of time in Figure 3, showing a clear increase of the spatial noise to almost 3 times that of 
the temporal noise. The total noise for any single frame oidata is given by cr, where 

(2) cr2 =o: + 0,2,(t)+6;,, f.... 
Assuming independent contribution, each term adds in quadrature as shown, including the inhorent temporal noise (ot) such 
as photon shot noise, electronic noise, etc.. ., the time dejmdent spatial noise (CY& the residual uncertainty in calibration (6), 
and any other terms not considered here. In most situations, the temporal noise is desired to be the dominant noise term and, 
being random, should average down as l/n”, €or n frames measured. The residual calibration uncertainty is reduced through 
a balance of calibrating during a short time period (not too long between measuring dif€erent calibration temperatures) and 
averaging long enough to reduce the temporal noise Contribution to the measured detector response. In other words, the 
longer the averaging time at each temperature value the more accurate the measurement, but the longer between the two 
temperatures the more inaccurate the two calibration points may be,due to detector offset drift during each measurement. 
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Figure 3. The first figure shows ti plot of signal level, for three selected pixels, as a function of the time sincc 
calibration. Data was taken at a rate of one :frame every ten seconds. Over the -2 hr time period, while staring at 
a uniform calibration target, the detector pixols drift in offset together, but with some spread in response. This 
spread in relative offset appears as a spatial “fixed pattern” noise (FPN). The second figure shows the calculated 
standard deviation, in temperature units, for each frame of data. The increase in noise is due to the increased 
FPN. Where c==l, a time constant is measured to be 70 minutes (including the 20 minutes between calibration 
and start of the data set). (This assumes the standard deviation is dominated by temporal noise to begin with.) 

For any given dataset, the temporal noise can be calculal.ed by’ 

for the it” pixel and n frames of data. The mean temporal noise is calculated by averaging this variance over the N pixels in 
thc array. Assuming the calibration is accurate enough that any residual uncertainties are negligible, along with any other 
contributing factors, the temporal and spatial noise A “correctability” figure of merit, defined in detail 
elsewhere’, can be used to describe measurements of a single blackbody source. This factor, c, is simplified to 

dominant. 

r-- 

The correctability (c) is defined here in such a way that when the spatial and temporal noise contributions are equal, c= I . A 
line is drawn in Figure 3 to illustrate the time constant associated with this array calibration (-, 38 min.). This time constant 
has been defined as the long-term slability. To visualize the effect of such spatial degradation in a calibration, two images are 
shown in Figure 4. First is an image captured immediately after calibration, illustrating the uniform “white” noise behavior 
of the temporal contribution. Second, an image taken 2 Iiours after calibration is presented to illustrate the fixed-pattern noise 
(FPN) that arises, both on local scale (pixel-to-pixel crosshatch) and across the array (top-left to bottom-right corners). In  
addition, both images show inoperable pixels that do not pass calibration criteria (saturated, flickering, unresponsive, etc.. .). 
These pixels are designated “bad pixels” and turned off’:;o that the output of the array at those locations is zero. (An existing 
option in the controller to replacc these bad pixels with a “nearest-neighbor” average value was not used.) 

Assuming a perfectly stable calibration, even the inherent non-linearity of the detector response degrades the application of 
only a two-point NUC. When only two calibration source temperatures are used, any radiance level other than those selccted 
for calibration will lead to deviations from llie ideal cases. Detector response will vary from the expected linear fit and lead 
lo an increased spatial noise. This can be secn in Figure 5 ,  where the average noise level is plotted as a function of target 
source temperature. The two endpoints are the Calibration temperatures. After calibration, while staring at the cold source, 
the temperature was raised. The spatial noise is seen to iricreasc significantly above the baseline temporal noise (- 15 units). 



(l’he line is a simple fit to the data to aid lhe tcatler.) ‘I’ho increase in spatial noise as a function of varied irradiance indicates 
a non-linear ~ ~ S ~ O I I S C  in the detector array Iliait is not calibrated [or with the two-point NUC. 

F’igurc 4., The figure on the lcft shows a typical image ol‘a calibration source immediately after calibration. The 
black pixels (mainly one large clnsler) ale inoperable pixels, sei lo zero signal output, and ignored wlion 
calculating noisc characteristics. The “whilo” noise illustrates that the frame noise is dominated by temporal 
noise i n  the detoctors. Thc figure on the rigtit is a !kame taken of the same calibration source after - two houis. 
‘I’wo feature3 of interest are the o t‘lbct between the top-leR and bottom-right corners and the “cross-hatc ti” fixed- 
pattern noise evidcnt. This increasing spatial noise is typical in IR carneras. 

Figure 5. A single blaclcbody s o m e  is inlonitored its the 
temperature is raised koni 10-25”C: iuid cooIcd back clown. !i 35 
A set of 900 fiames i s  nicasured ill cach tenrl~erature. The 1 3o 

average standard dcvialion from each framc is plotted vs. E 
temperature. The value at 35°C is nteasured with the other 25 

calibration source. At  tlic calibration temperatures, spatial $ 
noisc i3 ni:gligible aiid only tempowl noisc contributes lo 20 

tktc nieasured standard deviation. In order lo account €or 5 
the Ioiig time pcriod lo increase thc source trniperature up 15 

b 
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to 25 ‘e, a modeled teniporal drift (deterinined from t& 
daia iihown in Figure ’3) was subtracled froin Ihe calculated 
o. Resulting values are plotled here. 

1 he Controlled-Dither NIJC is i t  techniquc 01‘ bolh corrirocting residual non-uniformities in an array, based on scene motion, 
and  ineasuring comparison dala fiom two clifl‘erant targot points-of-inkrest on the same detector pixel. This latter aspect of‘ 
the technique i:, the most important and effixtively chilinates any flucluation that can occur in a signal due to varying 
relative pixel responses. For applications whcrr: targets may only extend over one or two pixels, non-uni forin response in an 
array may be a liniitirig factor in staring syslemrs. A complex sccne’, such as the one shown in Figure 6 ,  may have such i teni~ 



Figure 7. Two dithered images are shown with an aluminum target in the field of view. A synthetic plume i s  
added to illustrate how selected pixels can measure both the background target and the plume on alternating 
frames. A line is drawn to aid the reader in identifying a single row of detector pixels common to the two 
images. 

as vehicles, weapon systems, or chemical stacks only a few pixels in image size. Also seen in this image, are several that 
may be bad detector pixels, but absolute certainty is difficult to achieve without the aid of scene motion. By moving thc 
scene back-and-forth, defective pixels can be identified, corrected, aiid/or avoided. In addition, if target and background 
locations can be determined, thc dither direction and magnitude can be selected such that a single pixel can measure both 
target locations for comparison frame-to-frame, 

For dithered-scene motion, an accurate, repeatable optical motion must be achieved, using either a transmissive or reflective 
element in ihe optical train. Rates of motion should be selected such that the field-of-view (FOV) settles before €ratne 
capture. The frequency of motion can be as fast as the frame rate of the camera in use. The ideal case would be to have 
alternating sequential image frames at each FOV position, which allows difference measurements to be made as close in time 
as possible. The actual rates will depend on the imager used, the application and target variability, and whether spectral 
information is to be gathered at each location. Magnitudes must be variable and two-dimensional motion is desired. Sub- 
pixel accuracy and repeatability is necessary for achieving the desired rt:sults. 

For the purpose of the work presented here, a galvo-tuned mirror was placed in a semi-collimated section of the IR sensor 
optical train and was capable scanning at up lo 100 Hz, with a repeatability of < 0.2 pixels (20 pad).  By simply setting the 
mirror to scan repeatedly, a simple procedure oE collecting images and then registering based on a scene fiducial was possible 
and quite successful. With a more advanced control system in place, a rnirror feedback loop to the camera control woitld 
replace the need for a spatial fiducial. With only a single dither mirror, motion along a detector array axis was selected and 
the fitted position of the fiducial gave the required pixel shift. Once registered, the data set was then processed to achieve 
two types of “difference” imagery, one with the scene spatially registered to overlap again and the other spatially offset by 
the dither magnitude, but registered temporally for image subtraction. In the first set of images, each scene area is measured 
by two different detector pixels. With perfwt motion and constant scene radiance between measured images, all scone 
information is subtracted out and detector non-uniformities stand out significantly. In the second set of images, temporal 
registration is determined only to segregate images into the different FOV positions. No spatial registration is performed. In 
this step, each detector pixel measures two separate target locations, defined by the dither motion. The difference image 
gives the radiance contrast between different points in tlic scene, but on single detector elements. 

4. EXPEEUMENTAL RESULTS 

The measured datasets were recorded using the infrared camera control !system. The output was windowed to a specific 
112x128 section of the array, and each of these pixels gave a voltage level stored as a 16-bit integer for each frame. Typical 
files were 900 frames in size and could be repeated consecutively to concatenate files to obtain longer measurements. When 
viewing outdoor scenes, a large gimbal mirror (0.75 m diameter) is used for targeting. Files were stored and analyzed tising 
IDL 5.4. Once custom pre-processing has registered, segregated, and subtracted the frames, standard image analysis could bc 
used for statistics and pattern recognition on the dithered data. 

Initial experiments have been limited to understanding basic methods of data acquisition and analysis. Preliminary data were 
taken staring at a uniform aluminum plate target at a 2 km range; however, due to the complexity of atmospheric effecls 
(turbulence, weather, etc.), more recent experiments have been moved indoors. This effectively concentrates our study more 
on camera instability than target or application specific variability. In addition, actual chemical releases and spectral 



i n  formation have bcen ignored until now, : h x  the rcal solution to any problem is measuring radiance levels accurately , 
whelhcr at one wavelength or miany. 

When measuring a target signal, coinparison with a background level is typically necessary for reference. This is iI lustrated 
in I;igurc 7, with a uniforiii target plate vicwed hy the IlX cainera, and a dither motion applied vertically between capturc oi 
thc two frames. A synthetic plrxnie is used i o  illustratc how this target of' interest would be irieasured by first measuring an 
cxpccted background signal, then measuring the signal with the plutnc, and finally subtracting the two measurements, wliicli 
wcrc taken on tlie same detector pixel. A wine is drawn between the two frames to illustrate how a common TOW of detcctoi 
pixels would nieasiire background in thc first liame aiid plume absorption on the second fi-ame. This line also gives '1 
rcfcicncc to the -10 pixel magnitude of the dither in thns dataset. 

As dcscribed above, lhe first use ol'the CIPNUC would be to identiuy iesidual non-uniformity in a detector array calibration 
A typical image is shown in Figitre 8, where i a  large outdoor target appcaris, surrounded by objects of various radiance lcvcls 

WI m I 
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Figure 8. A sample image of ; i  targel from a dithered data set is shown here, along with an enlarged section i o  
the riglit. 'Two featurcs are of specific interest. First, thc black spots are "bad" pixels, defined as inoperable aftcr 
the NUC. These arc left unc;olrccted and ruiused in thc data analysis. Second, the target has lion-unifoi in 
features, both single-pixcl and area, cven aftcr the NlJC was performed. These features arc highlighted with 
arrows. 

?'he first aspect to notice in the image is the st:t ol'residual "bad" pixels that failed the standard two-point NUC. Thesc pixels 
arc all set to have zero responsc (turned of0 ancl are s c m  i ls black pixels. A few less obviou:i features are highliglitecl with 
arrows, where [he Zaterily seemed to have both single-pixel offsets (lefi and right arrows) and one large area with non- 
uniformity (middle arrow). An cnlarged scction of the irnage is shown 1.0 the right with the non-uniform area encircled. 

While slaring at the target with the IR sc1i:,or, the gimbal mirror was dithered at a 1 Hz repetition rate and the cainera 
captured data at. a 11 1 11z frame rate. Undcr this inode of operation, several sets of data were captured. For the mitrot 
dithering over a range of approximiittely I O  pixels (ancl - 3  5 in the other dirneiision with coupling), a set of 3600 frames were 
nieasured. To register this data set,' the calculated liirgel centroid was applicd to a subsel of the full  112x128 iinagcc 
captured. Each kame of this subset has tho centroid of the target at the same location. The iegistered set of data was h i  

Figure 9. An iinage depicting lhc standard deviation (0) for 
each element in the dithered data sct is shown here. 'rhc 
target has streaks of non-unifbrmil y c;aused by both single- 
pixel and area defects in the delwtor NUC. The dithering 
motion essentially magnifies [lie effect of the non- 
uniformity, which allows for easy identification ;and possible 
correct ion. 

processed to determiue the scgniented averages mid staiidard deviatioti of Ihe mean (o,~o,ll) as a fimction of N. As discussed 



abovc, 12 different values of N were used i n  this calculation. For N=:2, thc calculated standard deviations across the subarray 
are prcsentcd as an image in Figure 9. ?‘his image is of particular inlerest to address the issue of residual non-unil‘oriiiity. 
’The highlightecl singlo-pixel locations in Figure 8 arc obvious in this image ils the solid “streaks” near the center o f  thc 
imagc. The large non-uniform area in the centor of the target is also clear. These residual NUC errors can be identified, 
corrected, and/or avoided for h e r  acquisitioris. The images shown here also illustrate how a dither without sub-pixel control 
will cffect thc precisiort of the difference iuiagery. 

I<ecciit cxperimonts have includcd a precision galvo-tuned mirror, which allows for simpler interpretation of the residual noli- 

uniforniity identification measureniorits. A :;el of itnagcs shown in Figure 10 were measured using a two-pixel hori7ontal 
tlithcr. ‘The ineasured images were spatially rcgistcxrxl lo overlap arid sublractcd in alternating €ashion for cach dithcr 
location. I n  thic method, all spalial scene iuformation is removed and the only remaining features are due to “bad” pixels and 
icsidual noli-uniformity in  the detector array. Two sub-arrays are shown, one to better illustrate the presence of the clcsirctl 
“binary” signals aticl the other to show liow processing can pull out the associated detector pixel locations and give thc 
clii~cction of their offset from tlic local array iriean. 111 this application, the binary signal is rr:cognizable as a pair of pixels 
scparaled by thc dither magnitude (in this case, a 2-pixel dither). The Iwo-valued signal is indicative of siiigle-detector-pixcl 
non-uniformity being dithered in the original (lalaset. 111 essence, this technique relies on the spatial registration, where the 
dithering is effectivcly reflccletl back onto Ilie array i n  such a manlier that abnormal features in the array are displaced 
spalially and become easier to recognize. A low of data from the dif€erence image of Figure 10 is shown in Figure 1 I .  I ierc 
tlic bitiary sigual Is obvious, being significantly larger than the observed noise level. Since this signal restilts i n  a 
incasuremeut twicc as large as the single oftwt nica~urcnieiit (400 counts vs. 200 counts in this case), this method allows for 

Figore 10. The first image :;kiows a target scene witli spatial structure due to a radiance contrast of 
approxiinately 200 counts. When two dithered images are spatially registered and subtractcd, all scene structuie 
is rcrnoved ~ n d  oiily r.esidual detector fixed pattern noise remains. One such difference image is shown hela, 
with a box drawn armnd the rcgioii expantlecl in  the sub-images. The expanded ;sub-image shows thc binaiy 
(posiiivehegativc) pixel pairs indicative of a single detector pixel with an abnormal offset Icvel. The d i~p l i~~ i i c  
black pairs are due to inoperable pixels determined during thc standard two-point NUC. The second sub-image 
is an iticntification or the specific tletcctor pixel and direction of the offset, white for positive and black for 
negative. 

CI 20 40 6 0 8 0 100 
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Figure XU. A single row of tho diffcrenca imagc shown iu Figure 10 is plotted here to illustrate a typical 
“binary” signal indicalivo of a single dotector pixel wilh a resiclual offset. 



detection of offiet errors smaller than otherwise possible and with greater reliability. In addition to the black/wliite biniiry- 
signal pixel pairs, pairs of black pixels are ids ( ,  observed in Figure 10. These are indicative of a singlc “bad” or inopcrnblc 
detector pixel. 

b’oi increasod stability and precision in chiiracterization tneasurements, an indoor target, exhibiting both spectral absorption 
atid a spatial klucial for registration, was installed. A thin strip of polystyrene and a 0.01 ‘I diameter wire were held in  front 
of a irniforni aliiniinuni plate at room temperaturc. Cdibrations were performed using the smaller blackbody sources held at  
10 and 35°C.  The cantcra NUC procedure ziet the calibration temperatures to be at approximately 11500 and 7200 count:, on 
thc 14-bit A/D output. ‘This irriplies a teinperature resolution of 5.8 nWcount. For the mciasured temporal noise (9 cts ) 
associated with lhis system, NE’TII-52 rnK. For illustriition of the lairget used and the dither rnagnitudes involved, Figure I2 
shows a pair of iinages taken at the two positioti,+ of the rnirror motion. Using the wire position, the raw data file is proccssecl 
i o  dcterinine fiducial position as it function of fraine number. Thr: images are then separated into three sets, positioii A, 
posilion l3, and Linsottled motioii (cliscardctl). ‘I’cmpord registration is maintained such that, for each period of dither inohon, 
i he :;anic minber oC frames from each podion are saved, thereby onsuririg that subtracted frames inust be from with in the 
w n e  period o t  mirror motioii. ‘This proccrlure maintains a short time delay between relative measurements of the different 
rarget positions. The images sliown here are one frouz each position, A (lower) and B (upper). As opposed to the spatial 
registration applied in the non-tmiformity identification, these images are subtrxted without iiny spatial registration. I n  this 
process, each tlelcctor pixel will tneilsure the radiance from two different target areas. A “difference” image is shown 11.1 

Piglire 12. Thc point-of-interest here is thc polystyrene edge. Since lhe same uniform background extends behind tlic 
polystyrene, the gray band in the center or the imagc: i s  indicative of a measured absorption. At mirror posilion A, t l i o ~ c  
specific deicctor pixels ineasured the background ani 1 izt position 13 the,y only measured the radiance not absorbed by the 
polystyrene. This difference mcasuremeiit is directly related to the broadband absorption (752 cts.) of the polystyrene shect. 

Figure 12. Two frames franie an unproccssed dataset 
are shown here. Each fraine has tho dither mirror at one 
of the two, salccted target positioris. A thin shcet of 
polystyiwie absorber is on the Irf~ and a 0. I O ”  diameter 
wile on the right. l’he image on ihe right is i i  

“diCfi:rence” image, the result of subtractirig the two raw 
inxiges. ‘The absorption mcasurcment is h i n d  it1 thr: 
gray band in the middlo of this iinagc, whcre each pixcl 
has measured both tho polysiyrcne and the background 
seqimitially. 

The typical approach to an irnaging sensor iibsorplion measurement would be to measure radiance values of a sccnc 
containing both lhe target-of-interest and a kwkground similar to that expected to be under the target. A detector pixel(s) is 
identified for cilch area and the pixels arc: compared either by subtracting the values or calculating the ratio. In  the top imagc 
of Figure 12, tho polystyrene is in front of ii Linirorm Litrgot. The standaid method would coinpare pixels left of the edge ( i n  
the center oftlie image) to pixels right offhe, odge. An analysis was perfiirmed here on this data and an absorption value was 
measi~rcd lo be 748 counts (&YO, for an area selected along the edge of the polystyrene). A similar analysis on the other 
dither position (thc lower image) yieldcd a value of ’746(63) counts. I n  conlrast to this standard method, analysis of thc 
diCference images, where comparison inciisimxnents iire made using the same detector pixel for each spatial taiget area, 
yielded a comparable absorption level (‘152 counts), but a reduced mise level of 0=24 cts. This reduction in measLireiiicnt 
noise is due to residual offsets heing subtracted out 01 the difference images. 

A sct or  iniagcs, sliown in  Figirre 13, illastratc a raw image and a “difference” image, where the first shows significant F P N  
and thc second shows the siiblraction oI‘ this pattern iioise from the resulting iinagcry. Expanded views are given to offici 
clarity and to show the area of‘ interest surroimding the edge or  the polystyrene absorption target. In the raw image on the 
left, ti crosshalch pattern is seen iind sevt:i.al pixels are noted to havo a significant offqct. When the FOV is dithered, boll1 
ctfccts arc removed from the tlilference image, as evidenced by thc sub-image on the right. In addition, for this two-pixcl 
tiitlier magnitude, ilie absorption region is seen as a narrow band in tlir: difference image. 



Figure 13. A raw image is shown on the left, with an expanded sub-image. Besides the “cross-hatch” pattern 
noise, several pixels are observed to have large offwts. This noise significantly limits the sensitivity of typical 
absorption measurements. A differenced image is shown on the right, with the same sub-image area shown. The 
pattern noise has been subtracted off so that all pixels show approximately the same signal level, except the area 
with a true absorption signal at the edge of the polystyrene sheet. The black pixels remaining are inoperable 
pixels identified by the two-point NUC. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A new technique, the Controlled-Dither N UC, has been. presented here for application to infrared array-based remote sensing 
platforms, both existing and new designs. This method has been shown to identify residual calibration errors in an array, 
measure correction factors to improve array uniformity, and, most importantly, negate the effects of any non-uniformity on 
actual radiance comparison measurements, such as chemical absorption. With a dither of the camera field-of-view, 
controlled scene motion is created, allowing single-detector-pixel measurements of multiple points on the ground. 
Subtracting these measurements gives a difference image set, in which all relative offsets between pixels are removed. The 
elimination of both residual NUC errors and spatial noise due to detector drift should reduce the detector array noise to the 
ideal limit of pure temporal noise. This is the best that any sensor can perform. Measurements presented here, on data taken 
30 minutes a€ter calibration, showed dramatic reduction of spatial noise by a factor of 3 over the alternate method of using 
pairs of detector pixels to measure absorption differences. This improvcrnent in single-frame noise is a factor of 9 in reduced 
averaging time to reach a given signal-to-noise measuremcnt. Such improvements are of great interest in many applications. 

The ultimate sensitivity of target detection is determined by the total signal-to-noise. Where signal levels are limited, noise 
bccomes a significant driver in system design and application. The CDNUC technique is most important in having both the 
ability to correct detector array calibrations, thereby reducing systematic noise levels, and to bjpuss calibration deficiencies, 
which lead to measurement inaccuracy, for single pixel targets. The dither method offers the means of significantly 
improving the capability of both existing sensors and new designs, by eliminating the need to constantly re-calibrate a sensor 
and shortening the required averaging time of an acquisition period. 
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Figitrc 13. A raw image is shown on the Icft, with an expanded sub-image. Besides thc “cross-hatch” patlcrn 
noisc, several pixels arc okscrved to have large olr‘scts. This noise significantly limits thc sensitivity of typical 
absorption measurements. A clifferenccd iinagc is shown on the right, with the same sub-image area shown. The 
pattern noisc has becn sublractcd off so that all pi:cols show approximately Ihe same signal level, except the area 
with a lr i ie absorption signal i1t the etigc 01’ the polystyrene sheet. The black pixels remaining are inoperable 
pixels idcnlifiod by the two-point NUC. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A new techniquo, the ControlletJ-Dither NIIC, his beeii prcseiited here for application to infrared array-based rcmotc sens,ing 
platforin.;, both existing and new designs. ‘I’his method has been shown to identify residual calibration errors i n  an array, 
mcasure coirection factors to inrprove ariay utiiformit,y, arid, most irnporlantly, negate the effects of any non-uniformity on 
actual radiancc coi-npwison incasurerncirti;, such as cheinical absorption. With a dither of the camera Geld-of-view, 
controlled scene motion is created, allowing single-detector-pixel rneasurernents of multiple points on the ground. 
Stibtracting these rneasurcmerrtri givcs a diffirencc image set, in which all relative o€€sets between pixels are removed. ‘Thc 
cliniination of Oollr residual NUC errors atrd spatial noisc clue lo detector drift should reduce the detector array noise to tlic 
ideal limit oCpure temporal noise. This is the best thal any sensor can pcrform. Measurements presented here, on data taken 
30 minutes after calibration, showctl drama1 ic reduction ol‘spatial noise hy a factor of 3 over the alternate method ol‘ using 
p ~ s  of’ dctector pixels to ineasiire iibsorpliot~ differences. This improvement in single-frame noise i s  a factor of 9 in reducccl 
averaging time LO reach a given sigti;il-to-.iioi:;e measuratnc~it. Such improvements are of grcat intcrest in  many applicatioiis. 

‘I’hc illtiinate sensitivity o€ target tletection is determinod by the total signal-to-noise. Where signal levels are limited, noisc 
becomes a significant drivt:r in syslein design and application. The CI)NI.JC technique is most important in having both the 
ability to correci dctector a m y  calibrations, theteby reducing systematic noise levels, and to bypass calibration deficiencies, 
which lead to mcasurement initccuracy, for single pixcl targets. The dither method offers the means of significanlly 
iinpioving the capabiliiy of both cxisting scnsors and new designs, by eliminating the need to constantly re-calibrate a scnsoi 
and shortening llic reqiiircd averaging time of an acqukil ioii period. 
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